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Science Centers in the Early Childhood Classroom
Here are a few things to keep in mind when you develop science centers for young children:
1. If it can’t be touched, or survive repeated handling, the object should not be placed in a

center, but rather should be used at group time, with an adult.
2. Children learn best through hands-on activities, so items in a science center should be

touchable! This, of course, does not necessarily include any animals living in the center.
3. You should change the items in the center on a regular basis. If the children don’t visit the

science area, the science area needs changing, revitalizing, refreshing.
4. Include items that involve four of the senses, perhaps on a bookshelf with four shelves:

Sight: viewers, magnifiers, color panels
Hearing: sound canisters, bells, shakers, different noisemakers
Touch: different fabrics to match by touch, sand paper, a feely box
Smell: flowers, scent bottles, whole fruits, perfume samplers
For obvious reasons there would not be a shelf for taste: it is dangerous to have children
think they can put whatever they find into their mouths.

5. When putting plants in a science area remember to use non-toxic varieties. Your local poison
control center or garden shop can help you find safe plants to use. Peppermint or other mint
plants are a good choice. They are hearty plants and prolific growers, smell wonderful and
are non-toxic if eaten. Children may assist in taking care of the plants.

6. No science area is complete without animals of some kind. Our center has had good luck
with goldfish and crickets. Both are relatively inexpensive and easy to take care of. Crickets
will reproduce within six to nine months and the children can take their own pet 
crickets home.

7. Another nice addition to the science area is a magnet board. The local auto supply store
sells drip pans that make wonderful magnet boards when mounted on the back of a shelving
or cubbie unit.

H Linda Ford, Sacramento, CA

3+ The Great Wizdini
Science skills

A costumed character encourages children’s interest in science.

Materials 
Cape—blue and yellow satin, elastic, needle, thread, Velcro, gold fabric paint 
Hat—poster board, blue and yellow satin, fabric glue, gold paint 
Enthusiasm

Science
Process Skills
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What to do
1. I have been teaching science to my preschool classes for 15 years but the response of the

children when I created my “Wizdini” character has been so exciting. The interest and 
excitement levels have tripled.

2. To make the cape, use a piece of blue satin material 36” x 90” (1 m x 21⁄4 m). Make a 1”
(2.5 cm) casing on one side of the 90” length and insert a piece of elastic long enough to fit
comfortably around your neck. Hem the remaining sides. Add a piece of Velcro or a button
at the neck. Glue yellow satin stars on the cape. I also outlined the stars with gold fabric
paint.

3. Create a hat using poster board with more of the blue satin fabric. Add yellow stars and
gold paint to the hat.

4. Whenever I do science with the children I enter the room dressed in my cape and hat, twirl
around and announce, “I am the Great Wizdini! I’ve come to do science with you!” For my
younger classes, I introduce the Wizdini beforehand using a picture of the Wizdini.

H Cindy Winther, Oxford, MI

Pendulum Play 3+
Science skills

Children develop the scientific skill of observation.

Materials
Long board 2 classroom chairs
Box or tray Yarn
Funnel Sand
Salt Paint
Large sheets of paper

Science 
Process Skills
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